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The Festival Theatre, located in Edinburgh,is the 
longest continuously operating theatre site, with a 
history of professional performances dating back to 
1830. I have designed a modern version of the set for 
the musical Cabaret, which innovatively portrays the 
journey through the main character’s experiences 
within a technologically advanced, bubble-like world. 
This futuristic rendition of Cabaret explores advanced 
technology’s positive and negative impacts on society, 
the economy, and the environment. It addresses 
future cabaret issues and possibilities, highlighting 
the transition in environmental conditions.

DESTROYED 

- Manipulated by Politics

- Money is more important than 
people

- Dirty

- People are used as cheap 
labour

- They are not allowed to travel or 
go out from the bubble

- Don’t have much of knowledge 
of real world

NEGATIVE SIDE

POSITIVE SIDE

- Energetic and innovative place

- Are Able to Travel

- Live in Luxury

- People are intelligent
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FUTURE CABARET PROBLEMS

TECHNOLOGY ADDICTION

Fake Online 
Identities

Social Isolation

Escapism

Emotional 
Disturbances

POLITICAL INFLUENCE

Social hierarchy

Manipulation 
and Control

Erosion of Trust
in Institutions

Economic 
Disparities



CHARACTERS

Beginning of the Cabaret starts with EMCEE presenting how the world is more innovative than the original one.

Innovative Technology 
- Stone with supernatural
energy

Creator of the world Economy is 
based on Robots 
intelligence

FRAULEIN 
SCHNEIDER

Traveller from the past to the future.

Girl from poor society, friend with Fraulein Schneider. 
She is addicted to innovative technology. Never saw 
a real world.

Ernest daughter, lives in luxury.
She is in love with online love ( Herr Schultz )

He lives in poor society. Schultz is working in futuristic retail 
business by selling things taken from past but on other side 
he is hacking people on higher social position.

She is working together with Her Schultz in retail. 
Kost is from poor society.

CLIFF

SALLY

ERNST

HERR SCHULTZ

FRAULEIN KOST

Creator of the Bubble  World, Fraulein Schneider’s 
Father.

STAGE

BACKSTAGE

ORCHESTRA

CORRIDOR

EXIT
GARAGE

BACKSTAGE

BACKSTAGE

Theatre stage arrangement.

The same stage props are used in different scenes to save more time and space at the back.



BUBBLE WORLD RESIDENTIAL SPACE

SEGMENTED 
SET DESIGN

BUBBLE 
WORLD SCENE

SEGMENTED 
SET DESIGN

ORCHESTRA

Stage prop - bubble space

Sketch of imaginary world

Diagram of Prop part which can be folded and unfolded to be used for different scenes. Inspired by mandarins segments.

Sketch of bubble rooms



GAMING AREA LONG DISTANCE RELATIONSHIP

NEUTRAL

IN LOVE

ANGER

SADNESS

Front and Side stage prop measurements and materials.

Prop - column that has an 
illusion of floating elements 
by adding mirror material in 
between objects.

Interior sketch of a playful space

Glass - 
Mirror

Wood

Bumpy 
Plastic

Fraulein Schneider and Herr Schultz connect and form an 
online friendship.

Fraulein Schneider falls in love, while Schultz’s 
manipulation succeeds.

Fraulein Schneider uncovers Schultz’s scheme as he 
executes his plan.

Fraulein Schneider’s heartache deepens as Schultz’s 
scheme falters, outsmarted by the creator’s design.

Sketch of people in love in two bubble rooms



Emcee Cliff Herr Schultz Ernst Fraulein Kost Fraulein 
Schneider

Sally

- ILLUSION

- REALITY Bubble World Video : https://go.screenpal.com/watch/cZ1115VNrVz




